Current as of April 4, 2011

Questions
Arizona State University | Joy Marsalla | joy.marsalla@gmail.com
1. Have there been any updates to the competition that are not listed in the original document?
Cal Poly Pomona | Ryan Hejka | ryanhejka@yahoo.com

1. Do we need to bring in full 2 x 4 x 8 lumber or can we have it pre-cut?
2. Can we pre wash our sand or does it have to come straight from the bag?
3. Can we pre cut towls to 1' by 1' length or do we have to buy it that way
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo | Brant Haflich | bhaflich@calpoly.edu
1. Does pre-construction include washing of media filter components prior to arrival? If so will wash water be available on site?
2. How will the constituents nitrate and ortho-phosphate be tested for?
3. What component of the wastewater will be tested? First gallon? Last gallon? Total effluent?
bonus items be allowed as part of the system?
4. There is no mention of bonus items in section C. Materials, however they are brought up in section D. Cost Analysis. If there are bonus items allowed, how many and
what are the limitations?
Cal State Fullerton | Nik Vokhshoori | nvokhshoori@gmail.com

1. What is a bonus material?
2. What kind charcoal can we use? Can we use activated charcoal? If not, what kind of charcoal do we use? May I rinse my charcoal to reduce my fines before the
competition?
3. The DO scoring seems counter intuitive, I want to confirm that you are looking for the lowest DO concentration in our effluent.
4. Is there a list serve to get onto regarding updates to rules, FAQ's, ect?
5. Do I have to design my system such that a gallon of effluent can be collected in a container separate from where I collect my final effluent? What kind of container are
you using to collect this water? What tests are you running on this water? How come a gallon jug is not on the materials list? I feel that a water quality test on the first
gallon is not representative of the overall water treatment facility because the water in this sample will have water from the quater gallon of water used to prime my
system.
6. I am unclear about the measurement and collection of the first gallon. Are you looking for a system that allows for judges to measure and
retain the first gallon while the treatment system is operating?
7. What kind of machines will you be using to measure nitrates,phosphates, dissolved oxygen, turbidity and pH?

California State University, Los Angeles | Luz Arteaga | luz.arteaga47@gmail.com

Current as of April 4, 2011
1. Will the materials listed in Appendix A be provided at the site for construction or must we bring our own materials?
2. Will set up materials such as ladders and tools be provided as well?
3. Can we use materials not listed in Appendix A?
4. I want to also make sure that the lowest dissolved oxygen will be given 12 points because it would seem as if one would want the water
to have a higher oxygen content when released
5. Safety is one of the factors considered in the score. Will safety equipment such as hard hats and latex/leather gloves be provided?
6. Will there be a limit to how many students will be allowed to help during the building process?
7. Do we have to pour all 10 gallons of water at once, or do we have a 10 minute window to pour it into our system?
8. How are we to determine when our first gallon has collected if we aren't allowed to interact with the filtration system?
9. We will be allowed to use a stand or a table to have a place to place our design on?
10. "Please note: If the team chooses to select an item, such as a "Chemical" that must be added during the treatment process as one of
the bonus materials, the cost and quantity of the chemical to treat 10 gallons ...." Does this mean that we can use a bonus item that is not
on the list?
11. Under Section "C. Materials," there is a note which says, "Please
note: Many of the materials listed in Appendix A can be made from
recycled material or obtained in a sustainable manner." So does this
mean if we already have these materials we can use them? If so,
wouldn't this cause a problem of teams buying materials and just not
listing them in their cost analysis?
12. Can materials be pre cut (such as wood and pipe), but not assembled?
13. Does pre-drilling holes count as prefabrication?
14. Can we wash our activated carbon prior to the competition or is
that something that has to be done the day of the competition?
15. Do we have to include safety equipment into the cost?
16. What are we limited to doing to the water in that 10 minute period.
17. What does bonus materials refer to? Can we use a nitrogen reducing chemical?
18. We will be sampling your final effluent. The sample will be taken from the total amount treated.

Colorado State University | Victor Sam | victor.csam@gmail.com
Submitting a Design

New Mexico Tech| Sean Menk | smenk@nmt.edu

1. Is there a limit on the number of team members allowed to participate? I read that only 2 members would be allowed to help setup the treatment system but what about
writing the report or the presentation?
2. Is there a limit on the budget for materials used?
3. Are both undergrad and graduate students allowed to participate?
4. On page 4 of the rules and regulations document its specifies the maximum possible points for DO as 12 (lowest). Should the document read (highest)? Giving the
maximum amount of points for the highest amount of DO rather than the lowest?
5. Will the play sand be pre-washed or will the teams be allowed to wash the sand prior to use during the competition?
6. Are teams allowed to crush media or sieve media prior to the competition?
7. Are materials allowed to corrode prior to the competition, specifically the steel wool?
8. What kind of container will be used to collect the water after treatment? Will the teams need to provide this kind of container?
9. On page 2 of the guidance document, there is a paragraph describing the design of a control system for the nutrient rich water. Are we expected to include this design
in our report? Or is the report supposed to pertain only to the design and economic analysis of the treatment system?

Sacramento State University - Kristen Martin | water.treatment@sacstateasce.org

Current as of April 4, 2011

Notified WEF on March 23 that they intend to submit
1. We were only able to find galvanized steel wire at Home Depot (and in other hardware stores also), not the stainless steel wire mentioned in the rules. Is galvanized
steel wire an acceptable substitution?
2.We were only able to find 33 and 42 gallon garbage bags, not the 36 gallon bags mentioned in the rules. Is it alright if we use one of these as a substitute?
3. Hardware cloth and rope are both available at hardware stores by the linear foot. In the interest of cost and minimizing materials, can we purchase these items by the
foot and have them still considered unaltered for the competition?
4. Do we need to purchase new packages of all our materials for the competition? For example, we have half of a roll of weed control fabric; would we need to bring a
new package to the competition for it to be considered unaltered?

Univeristy of California - Irvine | Robert Davis | davisrob85@gmail.com

1. Are we allowed to pre-wash any play sand/charcoal that we use?
2. Are we allowed 3 "bonus" items that aren't included in the list of materials like last year?
3. Could you forward any emails with questions that other schools have asked so that we're all on the same page?
Univeristy of California - San Diego | Neha Chhabra| nehac47@gmail.com

1. Can we use any type i.e. activated charcoal for example?
2. We are allowed to use 18 gallon totes considering the cost as$5. May we use a smaller sized tote if we consider it to be of equal cost?
3. Must we bring the materials be used in their unopened packages, or will it be ok if the packages are opened?
4. Clarify if the least amount of oxygen will get the highest points.
5. I am unable to find 3M steel wool anywhere. Only synthetic steel wool by 3M is available
6. The new guidelines state that charcoal or any other material may not be pre-washed. Will there be water available at the competition that we may use to pre-wash our
charcoal? Do we add the cost of water to operation costs?
7. Are we required to make posters? Is there a recommended poster size? Will there be a table provided to display the poster?
8. Please note that the design must allow for accurate collection and measurement of the first gallon". Does this mean that the first gallon will be collected and separated
from the rest of the treated water? For example, if the collection chamber was a clear chamber upon which lay other treatment chambers, and we were able to determine
when the first gallon was obtained, would that mean that gives us full speed and efficiency points? Or would we have to forfeit those points because even though we are
able to measure the first gallon, we weren't able to separate the first gallon from the system without disturbing the chambers on top?
UCLA | Benjamin Wong | volk1071@gmail.com

Current as of April 4, 2011

1. We would also like to confirm with you that we are aiming to have the lowest dissolved oxygen concentrations.
2. The rules state that we have 10 minutes to load the influent. We would like to know if we are permitted to interact with the water during this window for potential
chemical treatments without receiving an interaction deduction.
3. At the end of the Cost Analysis section, the guidelines state that if we wish to use a chemical, it must be one of our bonus items. However, there is no other mention of
bonus items in the guidelines. Will we be permitted to have a number of bonus items to design with? If so, what are the rules regarding the bonus items?
4. The guidelines also state that "please note that the design must allow for accurate collection and measurement of the first gallon." Are we expected to collect the first
gallon without any interaction? If so, will the first gallon remain in the 10 x 10 box until the remainder of the water is treated?
5. The rules state that we have 10 minutes to load the influent. We would like to know if we are permitted to interact with the water during this window for potential
chemical treatments without receiving an interaction deduction.
6. At the end of the Cost Analysis section, the guidelines state that if we wish to use a chemical, it must be one of our bonus items. However, there is no other mention of
bonus items in the guidelines. Will we be permitted to have a number of bonus items to design with? If so, what are the rules regarding the bonus items?
7. The guidelines also state that "please note that the design must allow for accurate collection and measurement of the first gallon." Are we expected to collect the first
gallon without any interaction? If so, will the first gallon remain in the 10 x 10 box until the remainder of the water is treated?
8. Are we permitted to only use barbecue charcoal or can we use crushed charcoal, activated charcoal, etc.
9. Are we permitted to have lumber precut to specified dimensions? If not, what length must they be brought in as?
10. If materials such as pipe and lumber cannot be precut, what length must they be purchased as in order to be considered unaltered?
University of Southern California | Robert Lau | laurober@usc.edu
1. We are given pvc pipes, but no fittings? Can we use connections to produce a siphon looking thing?
2. As for the pumice stone, I was thinking of landscaping rocks, but your breakdown is per stone? Per stone would mean it was used as beauty products no? Could it be
by bag?
3. We wanted to slowly insert some chemical into the water to remove color. Since that may not be a good idea, I was wondering if we can mix something in the water
before we pour the water into the filtration system?
4. I was wondering if it was possible to use binder clips (black clips used to clip papers together) for teh design. I watned to use these clips to hold some materials up in
suspension so that it won't clog because there is no aire circulating in the filter.
University of Wisconsin - Platteville | Professor Max Anderson | andermax@uwplatt.edu

1. Will there be support for travel provided to the teams
2. Is there Awards given to the winning team(s)?
Washington State University | Gary Martindale | gary.martindale@email.wsu.edu
Will submit a Design
1. Is the wastewater covered when it is left overnight or is it left open to the air?
2. Are any measuring tools (graduated cylinders, mixing cups, etc.) okay to use for the measuring of our chemicals?
3. What is the height and width of the container that collects the wastewater? Will that be provided, or do we have to provide the container? If we have to provide it, do we
have to include that in our cost and use one of the items in the Appendix?
4. In response to California State University, Los Angeles, you said that adding chemicals during the 10-minute pouring time will result in the team being charged with
operational costs and an interaction penalty. Later, in response to UCLA, you mention that we are permitted to add chemicals during the 10-minute pouring time without
interaction penalty. Have the rules changed to allow the adding of chemicals during the 10-minute window without an interaction penalty? Will we be charged operational
costs for mixing the chemicals?
Wentworth Institute of Technology | Brendan Cioto | ciotob@wit.edu
Will submit a Design
Sarah Christiansen | schristiansen22@gmail.com

Current as of April 4, 2011

1. Can we use activated charcoal instead of just charcoal?
2. Can we clean the charcoal before the competition?

Current as of April 4, 2011

Answers
Arizona State University | Joy Marsalla | joy.marsalla@gmail.com
1. Highest dissolved oxygen will be awarded 12 points, not the lowest
Cal Poly Pomona | Ryan Hejka | ryanhejka@yahoo.com
1. The towels may not be pre-cut. You may either purchase them that way or cut the towels during the competition. All materials must be cut to size on-site. This is why we have
extended the build time to two hours. In addition, please bear in mind that all team members constructing the system must be wearing the proper personal protection equipment. If
not, your team will be subject to disqualification.
2. The challenge panel has made a final decision to not allow any pre-washing, sieving, or any sort of tampering of the materials. It is required that all teams bring their materials as
untampered, unadulterated, and unmodified raw components. For the sake of sustainability and efficiency, opened packages will be accepted, but it must be clear and obvious to
the judges that the materials are exactly what is stated on the packaging and have not been modified or tampered with in any way.
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo | Brant Haflich | bhaflich@calpoly.edu
1. The challenge panel has made a final decision to not allow any pre-washing, sieving, or any sort of tampering of the materials. It is required that all teams bring their materials as
untampered, unadulterated, and unmodified raw components. For the sake of sustainability and efficiency, opened packages will be accepted, but it must be clear and obvious to
the judges that the materials are exactly what is stated on the packaging and have not been modified or tampered with in any way.
2. This is dependent on the instruments provided to us by our sponsor. Additional information will be supplied at a later date. For your reference, all constituents will be tested as
accurately as possible.
3. The total effluent will be tested.
4. No bonus items are allowed as part of the system. For your team's benefit, the materials list has been expanded from the previous year.
Cal State Fullerton | Nik yVokhshoori
p | nvokhshoori@gmail.com
g
y
2. Only barbecue charcoal can be used, and the charcoal cannot be tampered with (or cleaned) prior to the competition. The challenge panel has made a final decision to not allow
any pre-washing, sieving, or any sort of tampering of the materials. It is required that all teams bring their materials as untampered, unadulterated, and unmodified raw
components. For the sake of sustainability and efficiency, opened packages will be accepted, but it must be clear and obvious to the judges that the materials are exactly what is
stated on the packaging and have not been modified or tampered with in any way. Please be cognizant of the fact that this emergency treatment system is to be constructed of
materials commonly found in a garage. It is up to your team's discretion to determine whether activated charcoal would be commonly found in a garage (versus charcoal used for
cooking, for example). Teams will be judged on their creativity and innovation. It is required that all teams bring their materials as untampered, unadulterated, and unmodified raw
components. For the sake of sustainability and efficiency, opened packages will be accepted, but it must be clear and obvious to the judges that the materials are exactly what is
stated on the packaging and have not been modified or tampered with in any way.
3. An amendment to the guidelines will be made to ensure that the highest dissolved oxygen will be awarded 12 points, not the lowest.
4. We will be posting all questions and responses on a website shortly. We will notify you when all of this information is available.
5. The measurement of the first gallon is simply for the speed and efficiency portion of the competition. You do not need a separate container. You simply need to be able to show
us where the one gallon mark is on your system's collection container (and the judges need to be able to verify this in a simple manner or you will forfeit these points). Please refer
to the guidelines in regards to the water quality tests. A sample of your entire effluent will be tested for the water quality parameters given in the guidelines.
6. This question has been answered several times in the Q&A section on the WEF Wastewater Challenge website. Please refer to www.wef.org/wastewaterchallenge.
7. We are using laboratory/field equipment from Hach.
o 4844000, DR/820 Portable Colorimeter
o 2742745, Phosphate (Acid Hydrolyzable) Reagent Set, 50/tests
California State University, Los Angeles | Luz Arteaga | luz.arteaga47@gmail.com

Current as of April 4, 2011

1. No, you must provide your own materials.
2. No, you must provide your own.
3. No, you may not use any bonus/additional materials
4. No, you are correct. The highest dissolved oxygen will be awarded 12 points. We will make an amendment to our guidelines.
5. No, you must provide your own safety equipment.
6. Yes, a total of 4 students (operators) are allowed.
7. You have a 10 minute window (no more than 10 minutes) to pour it into the system.
8. The guidelines clearly state that you must design your system so that measurement of the first gallon is feasible. You can mark a line (which we will verify prior to testing) in your
effluent collection chamber or devise another method of measuring the first gallon. You are also welcome to forfeit the points at your discretion.
9. No, your design must be freestanding.
10. No, this refers to the "chemicals" on the list in Appendix A.
11. No matter how the materials are obtained, all of the materials used in the design must be accounted for using the costs listed in the appendix in the cost analysis.
12. We are not allowing this. All materials must be cut to size on-site. This is why we have extended the build time to two hours. In addition, please bear in mind that all team
members constructing the system must be wearing the proper personal protection equipment. If not, your team will be subject to disqualification.
13. Yes
14. The challenge panel has made a final decision to not allow any pre-washing, sieving, or any sort of tampering of the materials. It is required that all teams bring their materials
as untampered, unadulterated, and unmodified raw components. For the sake of sustainability and efficiency, opened packages will be accepted, but it must be clear and obvious
to the judges that the materials are exactly what is stated on the packaging and have not been modified or tampered with in any way. We have made an executive decision to
explicitly exclude all types of charcoal other than barbecue charcoal.
15. No, safety equipment is required but is not included in the design cost
16. You may only add the water to your treatment system during the 10 minute period. If, within those 10 minutes, you choose to add chemicals, your team will be charged
operational costs and will be deducted points for interacting with the system. Please refer to paragraph 5 of Section D for additional information.
17. There are no bonus materials in this year's competition. An amended set of guidelines will be released soon with this clarification.
18. We will be sampling your final effluent. The sample will be taken from the total amount treated.

Colorado State University | Victor Sam | victor.csam@gmail.com

New Mexico Tech| Sean Menk | smenk@nmt.edu
1. There is no limit to the number of team members participating in the design and research for the project. There is, however, a limit of four operators (per the guidelines) for the
construction of the system and a limit of two operators for pouring the influent into the system. Please refer to the guidelines for additional clarification.
2. There is no limit to the budget for materials used; however, please keep in mind that your team will be judged for cost efficiency. Again, please refer to the guidelines for
additional information on scoring.
3. Typically, our participants are all undergraduate students while graduate students serve as advisors to the team
4. Yes, you are correct. The maximum amount of points will be given for the highest DO. An amended version of the guidelines reflecting this change will be released soon.
5. Please bear in mind that your team is responsible for procuring and bringing all raw materials to the competition. The challenge panel has made a final decision to not allow any
pre-washing, sieving, or any sort of tampering of the materials. It is required that all teams bring their materials as untampered, unadulterated, and unmodified raw components.
For the sake of sustainability and efficiency, opened packages will be accepted, but it must be clear and obvious to the judges that the materials are exactly what is stated on the
packaging and have not been modified or tampered with in any way.
6 & 7. You cannot tamper with the materials in any other way beforehand. It is required that all teams bring their materials as untampered, unadulterated, and unmodified raw
components. For the sake of sustainability and efficiency, opened packages will be accepted, but it must be clear and obvious to the judges that the materials are exactly what is
stated on the packaging and have not been modified or tampered with in any way.
8. Your system must include the container for your effluent. We will be taking water samples from your entire effluent in laboratory vials directly from your container.
9. Your report must address the design of the entire control system, as well as your treatment system.

Sacramento State University - Kristen Martin | water.treatment@sacstateasce.org

Current as of April 4, 2011

1. I was able to find stainless steel wire online through Home Depot. Please check again.
2. Please use 33 gallon garbage bags.
3. That is fine
4. This has been answered previously. Please refer to the Q&A section on the website.

Univeristy of California - Irvine | Robert Davis | davisrob85@gmail.com
1. The challenge panel has made a final decision to not allow any pre-washing, sieving, or any sort of tampering of the materials. It is required that all teams bring their materials as
untampered, unadulterated, and unmodified raw components. For the sake of sustainability and efficiency, opened packages will be accepted, but it must be clear and obvious to
the judges that the materials are exactly what is stated on the packaging and have not been modified or tampered with in any way.
2. No
3. Yes, we will be posting all questions on a website, and an amended version of the guidelines will be published soon (with minimal changes).
Univeristy of California - San Diego | Neha Chhabra| nehac47@gmail.com
wash media filter components, but all components must be separate with no evidence of construction. In addition, all materials should be dry and free of moisture at the time of the
competition, if washed beforehand. Please be cognizant of the fact that this emergency treatment system is to be constructed of materials commonly found in a garage. It is up to
your team's discretion to determine whether activated charcoal would be commonly found in a garage (versus charcoal used for cooking, for example). Teams will be judged on
their creativity and innovation. I just wanted to inform you that we have made an executive decision to explicitly exclude all types of charcoal other than barbecue charcoal. Please
do not hesitate to contact me if you have any additional questions.
2. You may only use the materials specified in the guidelines
3. It is required that all teams bring their materials as untampered, unadulterated, and unmodified raw components. For the sake of sustainability and efficiency, opened packages
will be accepted, but it must be clear and obvious to the judges that the materials are exactly what is stated on the packaging and have not been modified or tampered with in any
way.
4. The highest dissolved oxygen will be awarded 12 points. We will make an amendment to our guidelines.
5. Synthetic steel wool by 3M is acceptable.
6. Water will not be available at the competition to pre-wash the charcoal.
7. Posters are not required, but reccomended.
8. As long as the judges are able to verify that your clear chamber accurately measured 1 gallon, you will receive points for speed and efficiency. You do not need to separate the
first gallon from the system. Prior to the treatment stage in the competition, the judges must be able to verify that your system can accurately measure 1 gallon, and as long as it
UCLA | Benjamin Wong | volk1071@gmail.com

Current as of April 4, 2011
1. Highest dissolved oxygen will be awarded 12 points, not the lowest
2. Yes, you are permitted to interact with the water during this 10 minute window. It is preferred if your design did not require human interaction for chemical interaction, but if
necessary, this is the only time where chemical addition will be permitted without an interaction penalty.
3. No, there are no bonus items allowed.
8. Only barbecue charcoal is allowed.
4. The guidelines clearly state that you must design your system so that measurement of the first gallon is feasible. You can mark a line (which we will verify prior to testing) in your
effluent collection chamber or devise another method of measuring the first gallon. You are also welcome to forfeit the points at your discretion.
5. Yes, you are permitted to interact with the water during this 10 minute window. It is preferred if your design did not require human interaction for chemical interaction, but if
necessary, this is the only time where chemical addition will be permitted without an interaction penalty.
6. No, there are no bonus items allowed.
7. The guidelines clearly state that you must design your system so that measurement of the first gallon is feasible. You can mark a line (which we will verify prior to testing) in your
effluent collection chamber or devise another method of measuring the first gallon. You are also welcome to forfeit the points at your discretion.
8. Only barbecue charcoal is allowed and the charcoal cannot be tampered with (or cleaned) prior to the competition. The challenge panel has made a final decision to not allow
any pre-washing, sieving, or any sort of tampering of the materials. It is required that all teams bring their materials as untampered, unadulterated, and unmodified raw
components. For the sake of sustainability and efficiency, opened packages will be accepted, but it must be clear and obvious to the judges that the materials are exactly what is
stated on the packaging and have not been modified or tampered with in any way.
9. In regards to precutting materials, we are not allowing this. All materials must be cut to size on-site. This is why we have extended the build time to two hours. In addition, please
bear in mind that aAny of the standard lengths available at a hardware/lumber store are acceptable (i.e., 2x4x8, 2x4x10, 2x4x16, etc.)ll team members constructing the system
must be wearing the proper personal protection equipment. If not, your team will be subject to disqualification
10. Any of the standard lengths available at a hardware/lumber store are acceptable (i.e., 2x4x8, 2x4x10, 2x4x16, etc.)
University of Southern California | Robert Lau | laurober@usc.edu
1. I would recommend that you explore alternatives using the materials on the list first.
2. A stone used for personal hygiene is the only type we will allow.
3. The system you are designing is a small scale system that should be feasible for large-scale application in an emergency situation. Therefore, it is recommended that any
chemical additions be minimized (unless you can design a system to add the chemical within your system design without the need for a human operator). Please refer to the
guidelines on chemical addition.
4. Any materials not listed in Appendix A cannot be used.
University of Wisconsin - Platteville | Professor Max Anderson | andermax@uwplatt.edu
1. Each team is responsible for their own financial support to get to the RBConference. Often the teams gets support through their university, through their own sponsorships and
or through their student chapter fund raising efforts. WEF does provide registration at "no cost" for WEF students to register for any WEF Conference such as the RBC and of
course that includes WEFTEC.
2. There is prize money given out to the top two teams...$1,500 for first place and $1000 for second place along with each team gets a plaque and all team members get a
certificate.
Washington State University | Gary Martindale | gary.martindale@email.wsu.edu
1. The wastewater will be covered.
2. Only the tools and materials listed in the Appendices are allowed.
3. Your system design must include the collection mechanism for the final effluent. In addition, please bear in mind that the guidelines clearly state that you must design your
system so that measurement of the first gallon is feasible. You can mark a line (which we will verify prior to testing) in your
effluent collection chamber or devise another method of measuring the first gallon. You are also welcome to forfeit the points at your discretion.
4. My apologies for the discrepancy in my responses. This is the answer that stands, and I've copied the UCLA representative on this email to clarify. You may only add the water
to your treatment system during the 10 minute period. If, within those 10 minutes, you choose to add chemicals, your team will be charged operational costs and will be deducted
points for interacting with the system. Please refer to paragraph 5 of Section D for additional information.
Wentworth Institute of Technology | Brendan Cioto | ciotob@wit.edu

Sarah Christiansen | schristiansen22@gmail.com

Current as of April 4, 2011
1. Only barbecue charcoal can be used, and the charcoal cannot be tampered with (or cleaned) prior to the competition.
2. The challenge panel has made a final decision to not allow any pre-washing, sieving, or any sort of tampering of the materials. It is required that all teams bring their materials as
untampered, unadulterated, and unmodified raw components. For the sake of sustainability and efficiency, opened packages will be accepted, but it must be clear and obvious to
the judges that the materials are exactly what is stated on the packaging and have not been modified or tampered with in any way.

